Polaris rzr forums

Continuously breaking new ground with innovative performance to help you push boundaries.
Ride with confidence knowing you have industry-leading technology guiding the way. Plan and
track your ride to share with friends, discover new trails with GPS navigation, and keep your
group in sight with Group Ride. Personalize your experience and create the desired comfort you
want on the ride with hundreds of accessories, parts, and maintenance essentials to choose
from. Share unforgettable riding experiences with the entire RZR family. From watching our
racers who push the limits to hearing about the ride from customers first-hand, see what it
means to be the driving force in off-road. They are our passionate experts - men and women
who live, breathe, and think outdoors every day. Skip to content Skip to navigation Skip to
footer. Feel superior confidence and control in any terrain. The next generation of trail agility
and endless comfort. Explore Trail Explore Trail S. World Leader in Recreation Side-by-Sides.
Learn More. Performance to Take You Anywhere. Take Control of All Terrain. Industry-Leading
Technology. Stay tuned for more updates. Find Your RZR. Superior Confidence and Control in
Any Terrain. Xtreme Performance Conquer Any Terrain. Explore XP Models. Wide Open
Performance for the Roughest Terrain. Explore Wide Open Models. Trail Agility to Take You
Anywhere. Explore Trail Models. Explore 4-Seaters. Special Editions Purpose-Built. Explore
Special Editions. Shopping Tools. Get Local Price. Estimate Trade-In. Special Offers. Inventory
Search. RZR News. Rider-Inspired Improvements. Explore 2-Seat Explore 4-Seat. Customize
Your RZR. Explore RZR Accessories. Welcome to RZR Life. Connect with the RZR Community.
They are our passionate experts - men and women who live, breathe, and think outdoors every
day. Take on 50" trails with for the most agile, comfortable ride on tight trails, available with
industry-leading technology. Class-leading 60" trail capability delivers uncompromised agility
and comfort. With the quickest acceleration, plush all-day riding, available with industry-leading
technology and two engine options to explore more. Xtreme Performance. The definitive
single-seat driving experience. The ultimate combination of power and precision for unmatched
agility. Wide Open. Special Editions. The best 4-seat RZR ever, and the start of a new generation
made for the off-road's most demanding drivers. Skip to content Skip to navigation Skip to
footer. Compare Models. Agility for Tight Trails. RZR Trail Narrow-trail capable and efficient for
an essential off-road experience on any terrain. RZR Trail. RZR Trail S. Conquer ANY Terrain.
RZR RS1. RZR XP The benchmark for Xtreme Performance. Power, suspension, and agility for
any terrain. The newest, most powerful and most versatile 64" RZR ever built. Performance for
the Roughest Terrain. RZR Turbo S. RZR Turbo S 4. The nastiest RZR ever. Specially
Engineered for the Most Challenging Terrain. RZR XP 4 Share Xtreme Performance with friends
and family. Designed for Younger Riders. The new center-cockpit design delivers high-visibility
sight-lines to oncoming terrain and is perfectly positioned for performance-ergonomics. This
connection between driver, vehicle, and terrain results in a high-energy driving experience
unlike any other. Engineering the most agile RZR ever starts with horsepower and extreme
terrain capability suspension. The compact and optimally balanced chassis features a
rear-mounted dual-fan radiator for maximum engine cooling, and a new race-tested drivetrain
for durability and instantaneous power delivery. Polaris RZR has a reputation for delivering the
most exhilarating and adrenaline-filled off-road experiences. When it came time to introduce the
world to our brand-new, race-inspired RZR RS1, we had to do it in style. Add your favorite
Polaris Engineered accessories from lightbars to bumpers to windshields, your options are
limitless to make your RZR one of a kind. All pricing, specifications, claims, and information
contained on this website are based upon current knowledge available at time of publication
and are subject to change without notice, and Polaris assumes no responsibility for changes in
pricing or specifications. Polaris assumes no responsibility for any inaccuracies, opinions, or
omissions on this website. Skip to content Skip to navigation Skip to footer. Rated 5 out of 5 by
Jordan from Next Level in Off-Road Excitement I like to call this my selfish machine 1 seat,
noone screaming beside you The machine itself is great! I also own a 19' Polaris Turbo Dyna,
and they are completely different. The rider position in the RS1 is great, you can see and easily
navigate trails and terrain. My only complaint is the suspension, when driven hard the
suspension bottoms out on the shock bump stops creating a wicked uncontrolled event
Currently getting new springs and shocks re-valved. Overall power and handling is great as
well. If your looking for the next level of fun and looking for something to drive at the limits Date
published: The only thing I would like to see is for Polaris to install the 4 Point Racing Harness
from the Factory as opposed to being an accessory to purchase in lieu of the standard
Automobile Seat belt due to the additional stability and safety that the 4 point harness provides.
Other than that I love everything about my RS1 Date published: This thing is a blast to drive. It
handles good and the Walker shocks seem good. Dealer says it is normal. It really takes away
from the experience. My new RS1 takes the prize as my all time favorite off road machine. It has
the best balance of handling, suspension, power, and overall fun, of any machine I have ever

owned. I gave up dirt bikes a decade ago, and now it feels like I've got a dirt bike again, but this
one has a cage. I use it for play riding and exploring in the southwest desert. The
maneuverability is perhaps it's best character, which combined with its great suspension,
handling and power make it a super enjoyable, super satisfying, and super fun ride. I couldn't
be more happy with it. The only con I have is that without fenders your gonna eat a lot of dirt
and mud. I added the factor fenders but they come short of giving complete tire coverage and
still allow a lot of tire spray to get by and wind up in your face. I understand it was built more for
the sand dunes and trails but in the south we have mud and muddy trails Maybe the answer is
to develop a model made specific for the muddy conditions, you may lose the racer appearance
but still have the same performance. Rated 4 out of 5 by Stubbs from Over all RS1 ups and
downs Great speed great ride, sharp looking bike, needs something to protect rider from mud
off of tires fender Flair's not cutting it. Would like to see some better electronics such as GPS
and backup camera. Over all a solid buy Date published: A Great vehicle for an older guy like
me, It's taking the place of my 2 wheeler! It's nice to get out now and there is no recovery period
from the ride! A fun vehicle that's not hard on my old bones LOL! Rated 4 out of 5 by Morey
from Keep in mind Definitely a major upgrade from my Ace , love the room inside cockpit
handling and power. I will say with complete convinced the Polaris rs1 is a tank and will crawl
through any kind of terrain or nasty condition. Build Get Local Price. Menu Menu. RZR RS1.
Watch The Film. See The Action. Shop All Accessories Build. Anywhere your adventure takes
you, you'll have space for all the gear you need. Get Local Price. Compare RZR Models.
Inventory Search. View Special Offers. Estimate Trade-In. Shop Accessories. You May Also be
Interested In:. RZR XP The benchmark for Xtreme Performance. Power, suspension and agility
for any terrain. Forums New posts Search forums. What's new New posts New profile posts
Latest activity. Members Current visitors New profile posts Search profile posts. Log in. Search
titles only. Search Advanced searchâ€¦. Search Advancedâ€¦. New posts. Search forums.
Sidebar Sidebar. Forum list. JavaScript is disabled. For a better experience, please enable
JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. Welcome to our Community. Wanting to join the
rest of our members? Feel free to sign up today. Miami trails central CA. Feb 8, paulburt2. Jan 6,
Baja Designs. UTVUnderground Racing. Havasu Havik GP coming up. Feb 7, paulburt2. Opening
round Blythe Grand Prix Jan Jan 5, azop. Rally Racing Anything and everything surrounding
rally racing your Side by Side! Will it Rally? Jun 26, george. Feb 11, sonicstage. Come here and
tell us about your UTV racing career and team! Post your press releases and Show off your race
vehicles and what makes them different! Aug 20, JoeyD Feb 14, paulburt2. Feb 15, paulburt2.
Fox Live Valve suspension system any good for competitive racing? Jan 29, Sl0mo1. EFI fuse
continually blowing. Nov 9, AZwirepro. Mar 14, utv-trader. Oct 14, kingbaum. Grandma's Ride.
Feb 10, paulburt2. Feb 3, azop. Forum Updated. Dec 31, raceRZR. Aug 16, lucho. Join in the ride!
Jun 11, grumpysrzr4. May 13, millertime. Fight For Your Rights Discuss legal Issues, land
closures, and anything related to laws and regulations effecting the off road community. Will the
SxS community ever discuss Sep 27, It'sYourLegacy. Off Topic Take all your off topic stuff here.
Off-road Wheels. Buy and Sell 39 Threads 82 Messages. FS 4 brand new Can Am X3 beadlock
wheels and tires. Nov 7, waveslayer. Trailing arm. Dec 22, Deegan Assault Ind. May 3, JoeyD
Savage UTV Savage UTV cage mounted cases protect against dirt, moisture, vibrations, or theft
and mounts directly to a roll cage or flat surface. Designed to protect your drive belt, but also
used to store tools, first aid kits and all off road storage needs. Impact Racing Products 0
Threads 0 Messages. Trinity Racing 0 Threads 0 Messages. It's race weekend in Baja, what an
amazing place to race in and travel through. Join us for one of. May 31, Bruce Anderson. Honda
Talon 0 Threads 0 Messages. Vision X 0 Threads 0 Messages. May 21, JoeyD Aug 16, CageWrx.
Cognito Motorsports Store 23 Threads Messages. Holiday Schedule. Dec 8,
CognitoMotorsports. Dirt Ready Products 1 Threads 4 Messages. A little about who we are at
Dirt Ready Performance. Sep 14, jajl Elka Shocks 6 Threads 11 Messages. Big liquidation on
demo kits! Feb 3, Elka Suspension Inc. Nov 3, HMF-Exhausts. Lone Star Racing 0 Threads 0
Messages. Save Big, Win Big! Dec 10, RuggedRadios. S Powersports. Shock Therapy Store 36
Threads Messages. Feb 19, Shock Therapy. Dust Mask Sale. May 4, utvwolfpack. Members
online buzzard Eddimcscott Aaron73 brock. Latest posts. General UTV Discussion. Latest:
paulburt2 Feb 14, Forum statistics Threads 17, Messages , Members 11, Latest member rep.
Share this page Share this page Share. Top Bottom. Take your driving to the next level with the
most agile, most capable and most versatile RZR ever. The perfect blend of performance,
design and strength in action. The new generation of RZR xtreme performance is here. It never
looked so good or felt so right. You love to push boundaries, so we pushed our engineers to
build the strongest RZR ever. Every component is built up to 8x tougher, from chassis, axles,
clutching and transmission. Transform your off-road experience by connecting vehicles and
riders. Plan your ride, track what matters and relive the experience. With a 64" stance and HP,

experience next level Xtreme Performance of the most agile, most capable and most versatile
RZR ever built. Limited inventory colors available. See your dealer for more details. All pricing,
specifications, claims, and information contained on this website are based upon current
knowledge available at time of publication and are subject to change without notice, and Polaris
assumes no responsibility for changes in pricing or specifications. Polaris assumes no
responsibility for any inaccuracies, opinions, or omissions on this website. Skip to content Skip
to navigation Skip to footer. Build Get Local Price. Menu Menu. Watch Video. Heavy D, Diesel
Brothers. Learn More Build. Rider Collections. WIDTH 64". Options Ghost Gray. View More View
Less. Get Local Price. Options Matte Sands Metallic. Options Matte Titanium Metallic. Explore
Gallery. Compare RZR Models. Inventory Search. View Special Offers. Estimate Trade-In. Shop
Accessories. You May Also be Interested In:. RZR Turbo S. For performance in the deepest of
ruts and most challenging mud holes, our mudder powers through the deep. High-mounted air
intakes to ensure clean air reaches the engine and clutches run cool. Plus, all vent lines are
integrated into the cab frame to keep them free of debris. Tower above the ruts and mud with
15" of ground clearance, arched front A-arms, rear radius rods and stiffer springs to maintain
ride height when overburdened with mud. Be ready for anything with the heavy-duty capabilities
of a factory-installed 4, lb Polaris Winch. Suspension engineered to perform in the most
challenging, mud-laden terrain. With an incredible Add your favorite Polaris Engineered
accessories from lightbars to bumpers to windshields, your options are limitless to make your
RZR one of a kind. For performance in the deepest and most challenging mud holes, our 4-seat
mudder cuts through the deep. Performance engineered to devour the most challenging mud
holes. All pricing, specifications, claims, and information contained on this website are based
upon current knowledge available at time of publication and are subject to change without
notice, and Polaris assumes no responsibility for changes in pricing or specifications. Polaris
assumes no responsibility for any inaccuracies, opinions, or omissions on this website. Skip to
content Skip to navigation Skip to footer. Rated 2 out of 5 by Cseamster from Already recalled
and waste of money and time Had issues with my HL due to the computer and recalls so I got
rid of it and bought a Two weeks later I get a recall notice again. Now, my other complaint is
with the service on parts and reliability. I broke a tie rod and was told by Polaris that I have to
replace the entire rack n pinion. Where does one find a complete rack while out riding. Tie rods
are no problem to find and one from a turbo ended up fixing it after a week of research on
forums. I am ready to move on from Polaris and get a Honda for their reliability and countless of
hours of fun instead of frustration. Date published: Rated 5 out of 5 by Lilbrther from Great sxs
and love the new changes I have been looking for a good sxs and there so many options out
there but polaris has been making the rzr for awhile and the high lifter edition is a great option
and I'm glad I purchased the sxs because it is a turn key mud machine and I have had my 19 hl
edition for 2months now and have taken it to mud parks and it surprises me every time with
what this machine can do and how enjoyable it is. Rated 3 out of 5 by MikeHL from Great
machine but Polaris doesn't honour warranty With only about 50 hours on my xp high lifter I
somehow bent the main prop shaft. I don't know how I did it, wasn't jumping or abusing it.
Dealer tried to get Polaris to warranty the repair and they refused. I am not impressed. This is
my third rzr and I do love it but this is not the way to treat a good customer!!! Rated 3 out of 5 by
Forrest from Its ok honestly less than miles on it and ive already had to put a new belt on so.
Dry roads water pedals deep she does great the moment she really needs to work she just trys
to spin that BELT. There was also a Product Recall within several months of owning it. Minor
problems, yet these machines are expensive so it should be perfect. Because I took delivery in
Dec '17 and it was an extra long winter, I couldn't drive it much until spring, eating up much of
the 6 month warranty. In June I took it through one patch of mud, and broken parts immediately
after that included: Broken brake caliper, rim, brake disc, and pad. Expensive repair at the
dealer for driving through mud ONCE, and naturally just out of warranty. Also, the tires are half
worn out with only miles on them -one has already had a flat. The transmission axle seal leaks
on the passenger side. The differential leaked - this was another expensive repair I just had
done. While it was at the dealership getting the differential seals fixed, I contacted Polaris to let
them know of these problems since the machine has barely been driven. After waiting a month
for a reply, was told that basically there's nothing they can do. As I said I really wanted to love
this machine, but unfortunately I have spent more money on repairs to the Highlifter in 8
months of owning it than on the Sportsman I owned for 4 years prior to this. The Highlifter has
potential to be awesome, and is quite fun to drive - but I feel it should not have had this many
problems after barely being driven. It has been well cared for and broken in gently.
Unfortunately I'm afraid to take this in the mud or drive it aggressively, which is what it was
made for, so I thought I should let others know of my experiences. Menu Menu. Polaris provides
the most capable mud machine on the market. Power Through the Deep. Clean Air Through

Muddy Water. Towering Stance. Strong Pulling Power. Rise out of the Ruts. View All Specs.
View Accessories. WIDTH 64". Options Ghost Gray. View More View Less. Get Local Price.
Compare RZR Models. Inventory Search. View Special Offers. Estimate Trade-In. Shop
Accessories. You May Also be Interested In:. Purpose built to dominate challenging trails and
rock. RZR XP The benchmark for Xtreme Performance. Power, suspension and agility for any
terrain. RZR Trail unlocks the ideal balance of power and agility to conquer width-restricted 50"
trails and beyond. The ProStar engine has been engineered to deliver optimum horsepower,
torque and acceleration for 50" trails. The intelligent ProStar design unlocks compact power,
instant corner-to-corner acceleration, and maximum fuel-efficiency for all-day range. Own the
trails with 9" of true suspension travel. Traverse stumps and rocks with 11" of ground clearance
and skillfully maneuver around obstacles with the instant response of our 50" trail-width
chassis. The result is firm control and unrivaled agility. All pricing, specifications, claims, and
information contained on this website are based upon current knowledge available at time of
publication and are subject to change without notice, and Polaris assumes no responsibility for
changes in pricing or specifications. Polaris assumes no responsibility for any inaccuracies,
opinions, or omissions on this website. Skip to content Skip to navigation Skip to footer. Rated
5 out of 5 by kgrvina from Nice Ride Polaris I am a paraplegic, paralyzed from waist down. I have
been in a wheel chair for 12 years from a horse back riding accident. I have never lost hope that
some day some how I would be able to get back on the trails in the mountains. It took 12 years
to find a machine I could get in and out of independently. I went to store after store with a tape
measure, until I found the Polaris Great little machine for a child or woman, or a 60 something
paralyzed woman. Personally I think men would be happier with the bigger machines. Finally I
found a machine that I could use, independently. I couldn't be happier. Date published: Rated 4
out of 5 by AkaWally from Great for touring! Not much has changed but the EPS version does
come with additional features. The platform is a great offroad vehicle for getting to a
destination. It doesn't have the power of the bigger models which I also own but it goes really
far on a small amount of fuel and has more power than it needs for hitting the trails with a
destination in mind. My only complaint is that Polaris has ceased production on many of the
accessories that I enjoyed on my older model even though they are still a current production
model. I had been hoping for them to update the chassis but finally gave in an bought the Love
it. Power is good for recreational rider, surprised how responsive is from 0- 40 MPH. My only
disappointment in is the shock springs start sagging almost immediately and stock shocks are
so-so. Results in too little ground clearance and very bumpy ride. Replaced the shocks and
springs with aftermarket shocks and fixed problem. But overall I couldn't be happier with the
Rzr , love the power steering, can ride any trail a ATV can. Storage is great. The Turf mode is
excellent for my yard when moving trailer etc around, Date published: The is powered well. I did
not need a utv crouch rocket. Rated 2 out of 5 by BradS. She is too small for a , and my only
other option would be a The is way too underpowered for riding with the rest of us. The door
options for these are very limited and none of them fit weel. When I finally got to take it out on
the trails, I had a blast! I like that it is small enough to fit on a 5x10 Home Depot trailer and still
be within the tow rating of my 2 dr Jeep Wrangler. I recommend it as a first UTV to get your feet
wet so to speak. The only downside, in my opinion, is that Polaris has so little to offer in their
own aftermarket for the RZR. Bought this in early summer. My wife and I enjoy it very much. At
our age the 55 mph speed limiter is quite fine. Rides well and up until now has treated us well
with only a minor issue which the dealer is looking into correcting soon. The issue is on the
front a arm the grease zerk broke off going over larger humps in the trail where the suspension
had a lot of travel. The issue is where the Polari
vw jetta cigarette lighter fuse
1957 chevy body
boat trim gauge wiring diagram
s dealer installed the Polaris winch. Going over larger humps the suspension travel broke the
grease fitting on the motor side of the winch. Rated 4 out of 5 by I don't name equipment from
2nd One!! I bought a RZR in Alaska for my wife back in I had a S RZR at the time. We rode well
over miles without any trouble. I recently moved to MS. In my opinion, it is a true sxs. Almost as
small as a atv, but big enough to tackle big jobs and ride two occupants in comfort. Tons of
power, and ease of maintenance coupled with a solid trouble-free platform are the main reasons
I bought my second RZR. I own a Kawasaki KRX , but the is super fun to drive. Build Get Local
Price. Menu Menu. RZR Trail View Specs. Make your RZR Trail more capable, more equipped,
and secure to conquer a day on the trails. Shop Accessories. Get Local Price. Compare RZR
Models. Inventory Search. View Special Offers. Estimate Trade-In. You May Also be Interested
In:. RZR The most powerful and capable 50" trail machine. RZR S

